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7
Honeymoon in 

dangerous times

The Dutch cargo boat, the Grootekerk, on which Cecily travelled to join 
John, fell behind schedule. Fearing she would not get to London in time 
for her marriage to John and their planned honeymoon, she left the boat 
at Bordeaux and travelled overland to England. How she arranged this 
and by what means she travelled we did not learn. Anyway, she was too 
late. John had taken a fortnight’s leave for their honeymoon, and as Cecily 
did not make it, he used his leave to travel around England with a group 
of friends.

The couple had not planned an elaborate wedding and their scheduled 
registry office ceremony was deferred to coincide with John’s one-day leave 
on Anzac Day. On 24 April 1939, coincidentally, the date of John’s own 
parents’ wedding, Cecily and John married in a registry office in South 
Kensington. Cecily’s green eyes were radiant and her smile large under an 
upturned brim hat. Her jacket hung softly over a light woollen top. John’s 
thick, dark hair was combed back and his full lips and soft blue-grey eyes 
behind tortoiseshell glasses gave him a boyish look. He smiled sometimes, 
not broadly, and rarely broke into a laugh. Cecily’s aunt Gertrude and two 
male friends of John’s made up the few present. As elderly as Gertrude 
was, her character could not be contained and John enjoyed her. They 
spent their honeyoon night in a village pub out of London. A few days 
later, Gertrude hosted a reception for them and a few friends at Gertrude’s 
London club where they toasted with sherry and cut into a magnificent 
wedding cake.
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‘Just Married’, Cecily and John, London, April 1939.
Source: Family collection.

‘The wedding party’, John and Cecily’s aunt Gertrude and a friend, 
London, April 1939.
Source: Family collection.
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John and Cecily had as good as eloped so far as John’s family was concerned. 
They were less than impressed. His youngest sister Ruth, in a letter to her 
elder sister Rewa dated 11 May, reported:

Well my dear I have just been writing to John and Cecily and 
it is a relief to turn to you! They were married at Kensington in 
a Registry Office and had a Sherry Party a few days later for their 
friends.

Poor Mother and Daddy were laid low with shame about it. 
Mother was so distressed that she can’t bear to write to them so 
muggins had to do it. They really are selfish and thoughtless little 
brats. We had no news at all until a day or two ago. The wedding 
was on the Monday and they did not write until the week-end.

John enjoyed being married. He wrote to his friend Parker saying that it 
was ‘not bad is it?’ and that he was getting spoiled – ‘but the wife enjoys 
spoiling me so why worry’.1

In May and June 1939, part of John’s duties was to advise the Australian 
representative to the International Wheat Conference in London. Despite 
this responsible work, he was in receipt only of a small scholarship 
allowance, about £7 a week. It did not allow for luxuries. Cecily took an 
office job conducting market research, and with her earnings they saved 
enough money to travel to Europe at last – the honeymoon they had 
not had.

The cloud on the horizon was the prospect of war. Looking back, it seems 
strange that the danger of war breaking out in Europe was not an apparent 
source of concern when Cecily discussed with John whether to join him 
in London at this time. Yet, as historian David Lee pointed out, while 
Chamberlain was pursing peace options, ‘the British people quietly 
prepared for war; children were evacuated to the countryside and families 
queued for gas masks’.2 Cecily became concerned war might break out 
while they were in Europe. John knew better. ‘Don’t worry,’ he  said, 
‘it will start a fortnight after we return!’3 They arranged a trip to the Soviet 
Union and a return through Scandinavia, planning it to coincide with an 
international conference that John was to attend as an Australian delegate 
in Norway. Their desire to visit Russia became the source of quite some 

1  R. S. Parker papers, NLA, MS 8200, box 46, file 190, undated.
2  Lee, Stanley Melbourne Bruce, 126.
3  Cecily, 32.
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excitement to those mischief-makers of the twenty-first century who 
jumped at the chance to suggest that John’s presence in Moscow was an 
opportunity for him to have been recruited by the Russians to spy for 
them. ASIO, too, found it an event worth recording, although nothing 
about it was found to be sinister.

So, why did our parents want to visit Russia? At the time, while not on the 
itinerary of general tourists, many Australian intellectuals made a point 
of visiting in the decades between the two World Wars. Also, at that time 
the Soviet Union promoted USSR in Britain as a place to visit for leisure 
and intellectual interest. The country became:

an increasingly common destination for Western intellectuals 
drawn by the allure of a grandiose social experiment that seemed 
so much in contrast to the economic depression, social strife and 
political unrest overshadowing their lives at home. For most of 
those who travelled there – and certainly for Australians no less 
than others – the trip itself was an ideological gesture; for many it 
held the promise of a visit to the future.4

I cannot be sure whether it was John or Cecily who was most curious 
to visit the country. However, the visit would likely have been of interest to 
John in particular, being an economist whose work and studies concerned 
the impact of international trade restrictions. It is speculation on my part, 
but another influence on John is likely to have been the stories his own 
father brought back from his trip to Moscow in 1936. In 1937, his father 
gave an address to clergy on his experience in Russia that was published 
the following day in an article ‘Some Impressions of Russia’.5

On 5 August 1939, Cecily and John departed by boat for Leningrad 
accompanied by other Australian tourists, including a nurse from 
Tasmania and a woman from Sydney, NSW. They arrived on 12 August 
and registered their tourist visa with the police. There was a lot to see 
in the city that was once, and is again, St Petersburg: the Hermitage 
collections, the Church of Spilled Blood, St Ivan’s Tower and Cathedral, 
and grand palaces, although Cecily found the city to be dilapidated. They 
then travelled on to Moscow by train.

4  John McNair, ‘Mary Poppins and the Soviet Pilgrimage: P. L. Travers’s Moscow Excursion 
(1934)’, Portal: Journal of Multidisciplinary International Studies 10, no. 1 (2013): 1–12.
5  The Rev. J. W. Burton, Sydney, 24 May 1937, delivered under the auspices of the Australian 
Society for the Promotion of Cultural Relations with the Peoples of the Soviet Union, published in 
Australian Christian World (Sydney), 25 June 1937, 7. 
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Cecily, now much better travelled and experienced, observed the 
communities she visited, as Wright had so impressively done when they 
travelled together two years earlier. Socially and culturally, Russia seemed 
to Cecily very advanced but, due to its policy of self-sufficiency, the 
people were short of many things – things that Cecily thought Australians 
would consider essential – although she thought the Russian people did 
not seem to mind. While the country was busy producing machinery 
and armaments and large buildings, it had a shortage of labour, such 
that there was no one to produce ‘clothes, pins and saucepans’, she noted 
in a letter to her family.6 She was critical too, observing that while the 
architecture of some of the buildings was magnificent, little attention was 
paid to private housing and it seemed that even some of the Moscow 
population lived very poorly. She was impressed by the underground 
Metro railway, its efficiency and artistry and probably, then, one of the 
best in the world. The hotels were good but the factories were untidy and 
not the marvels they had been led to believe, displaying greater keenness 
on quantity than quality. In a letter Cecily wrote home from Moscow, 
she said that, despite the stories they had heard and believed before they 
arrived, they were not restrained from doing anything or going anywhere, 
other than taking photographs. The only other restriction that applied 
to tourists was a strict censorship of books and papers brought into the 
country. Theirs were examined but none were confiscated. In Moscow 
they visited a government shop where old clothes were bought and sold. 
Many tourists sold clothes for extra cash, although it was not possible to 
make large fortunes this way because roubles were not changeable back 
into foreign currency, and could only be used in Russia. John sold a worn 
out suit for 350 roubles (about £17 then, though not to the Russians 
because their exchange was controlled) and Cecily sold her ‘swagger’ top 
coat, which had cost her about £2 10s, for the equivalent of £25. With the 
sale of a couple of pairs of stockings and one or two other odds and ends, 
they made enough money to fly, rather than take a train, to Stockholm, 
buying themselves additional time to enjoy Sweden.7

6  Letter 27 August 1939, written from Hotel Norge, Bergen, Burton family file.
7  This first-hand contemporaneous account of Cecily’s rebuts the allegations made by Rob Foot in 
‘The Curious Case of Dr John Burton’, Quadrant, November 2013, that John was invited to Moscow 
while he was at the conference in Norway and, having no money to return to the UK, sold clothes to 
pay for his homebound fare. ASIO’s records confirm Cecily’s account that they were first in Russia 
and from there flew to Sweden; see NAA: A6119, 128, Dr John Wear Burton vol. 2, 39, in which it 
is also noted that, on John’s return to Australia, he told a colleague that he sold his suit in Moscow to 
pay for the fares.
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Having left Russia, Cecily wrote a full account to her family of her 
impressions of the country. She concluded that as long as the Soviet 
Government could do everything before its people got restless, the country 
would do alright. ‘I don’t think they will be able to,’ she wrote, adding: 
‘It is a pity they should break down economically, when they are so highly 
developed in other ways. You know, all the social advantages, of course, 
a free medical service, proper holidays, good working conditions, rest 
homes, parts of culture, and so on.’ She saw no evidence of the country 
becoming capitalised, but noted that there were large wage differences. 
‘They pay according to merit, and not yet according to needs as they 
hope to do eventually. Everyone has plenty of money, but there is not 
enough to buy with it.’8

In Sweden, they travelled to Gothenburg for a barge cruise on the 
Gota, leaving them time to travel to Norway to attend the international 
conference in Bergen on 27 August. In that time period, the Molotov-
Ribbentrop German–Soviet Nonaggression Pact was agreed to. It was 
a dangerous time to be travelling to northern Europe.

Cecily found it strange going from Moscow to Stockholm, which then 
had just about the highest standard of living in the world and many of the 
social and cultural advantages of Russia. She concluded after two days in 
Sweden that it ‘is an example of a well run capitalist system with a socially 
minded government’.9 She decided that Sweden would be a delightful 
place to live with its efficiency and beautiful architecture. A widespread 
cooperative movement gave the people houses, food, clothing and 
other products at good prices and a return on the money they spent on 
cooperative produced goods. It was ‘Swedish efficiency’, she thought, that 
stood in the most direct contrast to Russia. In Stockholm, their comfort 
was enhanced by a variety of little gadgets and everything was perfectly 
arranged. In Russia, on the other hand, walls were cracked, lights were 
broken, baths were scratchy, floors squeaked, meals were slow, plugs were 
missing. They suffered a shortage of paper, including toilet paper, making 
things a bit difficult for them at times.

8  Letter, 27 August 1939.
9  Letter, 27 August 1939.
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The highlight of their trip, from Cecily’s point of view, was the three 
glorious days in August they spent crossing Sweden to Gothenburg by the 
Gota canal. It was summer and the days were long. She and John alighted 
from the boat and walked along the canal beside it. She remembered it as 
a romantic time in their long-awaited honeymoon.

They then travelled across Norway by train to Bergen where the 
International Studies Conference that John was to attend was to be held. 
The conference was not due to end until 2 September. It commenced, 
but was aborted after two days because it became clear that war was 
about to break out. In that short time, John had, however, talked with 
two senior Japanese scholars who distributed prepared papers that 
outlined the consequence of British and other anti-depression policies 
that denied Japan access to raw materials and markets in South-East Asia. 
Meeting these scholars set John thinking and influenced the thesis he was 
developing. He had chosen the topic of restrictive trade and constructive 
intervention in anticipation of World War Two and adjusted its focus in 
anticipation of the Japanese joining the Axis Powers. Later, after decades 
of Australia’s security agency, ASIO, shadowing him and recording his 
movements, he commented wryly that if ASIO officers had read his 
dissertation and been able to understand its implications, they would not 
have needed to develop such a large ASIO file on him! It was clear to 
John that the Japanese delegates were warning that the government of the 
small and heavily populated island of Japan would have no option but to 
join the enemy powers if British, French and other Colonial Powers were 
to pursue their 1930s depression policies of excluding Japan from access 
to raw materials and markets in the colonial territories of the Pacific and 
South-East Asia. John resolved to warn the Australian Government of this 
as soon as he could.

The delegates returned to London the following Wednesday, 30 August, 
on the first available ship. Germany invaded Poland on 1 September 
1939. War was declared on 3 September. John had to return too, as he 
was recalled to Australia House to work on food supplies from Australia. 
He wanted Cecily to stay in Norway. She rejected the suggestion that 
they separate. With hindsight it was the right decision. Norway was 
later overrun by Germans. Instead, she went to stay with some of John’s 
relatives in Yorkshire, near Bradford.
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On his return to Australia House in London, John made a report to High 
Commissioner Bruce, foreshadowing that Japan would inevitably join 
Germany as a response to exclusion from markets. Bruce agreed with him 
about the importance of not provoking Japan. John later explained, ‘We 
were negotiating long-term contracts with Britain for war-time supplies 
from Australia, and it seemed relevant to me to observe that trading 
patterns could change significantly if Japan were at war.’10 Bruce cabled 
Prime Minister Robert Menzies who totally rejected the suggestion that 
‘Australia’s close and loyal allies of the last war would join Hitler!’ John 
said, ‘As a junior official I was put in my place.’11

Cecily spent 10 days in Yorkshire. She did not like her hosts. The ‘papa’ 
of the family trapped her behind doors and tried to maul her. When she 
could, she retreated to enjoy solitude walking over the moors. War was 
anticipated and blackouts were ordered. Every night she walked in the 
dark to the local public telephone booth to ring John. Nothing happened; 
there was no war – only the ‘phoney war’ (as the period between Germany’s 
invasion of Poland and then of France was described) – and she returned 
to London to join him. The threat of war meant that there were few joyous 
activities to do in London, so John and Cecily spent a lot of time together 
in a small rented room with a kitchen in a three-storey private house. John 
worked there and they both listened to the wireless – war news, war songs 
and British comedy shows. Cecily knew how to boil an egg but otherwise 
could not cook. It seems that Cecily’s mother relied on the maid to cook, 
and the children were generally not allowed into the kitchen. John, with 
his boy scouts training and bachelor flatting experience, taught her how to 
grill lamb chops. London’s winter of 1939 was bitter; their washed clothes 
froze stiff overnight. They both caught the flu and took turns to cook and 
look after each other, depending on who was feeling slightly better.

The ‘phoney war’ appeared to end in April 1940 when London moved 
to a higher alert.12 The London School of Economics was evacuated to 
Cambridge and John and Cecily with it. There the school was provided 
with lecture theatres, a library, sports facilities, offices and lodgings. 
Cecily and John boarded with a woman who, Cecily was relieved to 
find, also provided their meals. There, despite their qualms, they enjoyed 

10  Burton, ‘Oral History Project notes’, 3, Burton family file.
11  John W. Burton, ‘Conflict Analysis: Its Past and Its Future (An Introspective Account)’, 1994, 
Burton family file.
12  Abse, My LSE, 46.
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several warm summer weeks in May. They explored the city and accepted 
invitations to afternoon teas. Cecily wandered around the town and by the 
river where she could lose herself under the blossoms and in the lushness 
of the green grass. It was light until 10 pm or so and sometimes she and 
John went punting on the river. Even John thought it fun, ‘though I think 
all the young unmarrieds enjoy it more than we old things can tell’, he 
told his friend Parker in a letter dated simply, ‘The Day Belgium gave in’ 
– 28 May 1940.13

John worked solely on his thesis while in Cambridge, supposedly to 
finish it, but he found work at this time almost impossible and he was 
not happy when Robbins, his supervisor, criticised aspects of his work. 
Cecily was nervous and wanted to keep busy. Rather than standing about 
and doing nothing to help in the event of an air raid, she volunteered as 
an ambulance driver. She learned to drive the heavy vehicle but she was 
only called on once or twice to drive it, in daylight and in the absence of 
any emergency.

Then came what they thought was the real thing. Sirens wailed at night 
accompanied by the thunder of bombers flying overhead. They woke, 
hearing the planes approach, closer and louder. Cecily started to shiver 
and shake and the closer they came the more she shook. Were they British 
planes going to bomb Europe, or German planes coming to bomb us, 
she would ask herself. Then, as they passed over, the noise faded, as did 
her shivering, and she would fall into a sound sleep. Sometimes, on the 
sound of sirens, they accompanied their landlady and others downstairs 
to shelter under the staircase. John appeared to Cecily not to be perturbed 
by the nightly events, although he helped her eat the chocolate she kept 
by her bedside to restore their energy that had drained away due to the 
frightening moments. It was a powerfully emotional experience, though 
no bombs were dropped while they were in Cambridge.

Back in London they went to another boarding house. They had their 
own room and shared a bathroom and toilet with others on their floor. 
John waited to hear whether he was to return to Canberra or stay in 
England. He had hoped he would be told to stay. Cecily hoped he would 
be called home. On the nights of real air-raid warnings, sirens would 
wail and all the residents would stumble to the cellar in the basement. 
Cecily’s fear took a different form. Her teeth chattered uncontrollably 

13  R. S. Parker papers, NLA, MS 8200, box 46, file 189.
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as they descended the steps, while the English women simply chatted, 
carrying their cups of tea and their knitting as though nothing was out 
of the ordinary. Cecily sat, her teeth chattering loudly, until the noisy 
planes passed over and she felt safe again. She felt ashamed by her fear, 
even though it was hardly noticeable to others. She thought later that 
this physical reaction occurred, as with other emotions earlier in her life, 
because she could not acknowledge or express her fears, never felt them 
emotionally, and they were forced to show themselves through her body.

Cecily stood beside John at the telephone when the message they had 
been waiting for finally came. It was late June 1940. He was recalled 
home. They left London before bombs started to fall on the city; before 
the Blitz began.
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